The looming influenza pandemic has focused attention [1] [2] [3] [4] on the rapid evolution of H5N1
and other human and avian serotypes. The basic tenets of influenza genetics 5 define gradual changes as drifts caused by point mutations created by a polymerase that lacks a proof reading function. More abrupt changes have been linked to reassortment, which shuffles the eight sub-genomic segments of the influenza genome in dually infected host.
The complex evolution of these viruses has created a challenge in vaccine development. Several constellations of influenza genes have emerged in swine in recent years.
Classical swine H1N1 was present in North America from the first influenza isolates in 1931 through 1998. At that point triple reassortants were identified which had human H3, N2, and PB1 genes, swine NP, MP, and NS genes, and avian PA and PB2 genes 9, [11] [12] [13] . Subsequent isolates replaced the human H3 with swine H1 14 or the N2 with N1 15,16. Additional isolates 6 with seven swine gene segments and human PB1 have been identified, as have swine isolates with 8 human genes. Recent H1N1 and H1N2 swine isolates in Canada contained a constellation of five or seven swine genes and one or three human genes. All had a human PB1 gene.
Seven gene segments of seven recent isolates were compared to swine sequences at the Los Alamos influenza database. This analysis identified extensive regions of identity with earlier isolates. In addition, the human PB1 sequence was compared to 1109 human influenza PB1 sequences at the Los Alamos influenza database.
Two of the eight influenza gene segments of the seven swine isolates are diagramed in Figure 1 , which depicts regions exactly matching other isolates. The other six gene segments are in Supplemental Figure 1 . Figure 1A displays The PB1 gene is most closely related to human sequences of the mid 1990's indicating human sequences have evolved away from the swine sequences. To monitor this evolution, three 120 BP regions of the swine sequences were used to probe 1109 human sequences in the Los Alamos database (listed in Supplement Table 1 ). These results, and the distribution of haplotypes found in thirty or more human sequences, are listed in Figure 2 . Figure The H1 swine sequences evolve at a slower rate than human sequences. The PB2
sequences have examples of this slower change. Five of the seven isolates have regions of identity with a 1977 isolate, sw/TN/24, indicating the polymerase can faithfully copy these segments for over 25 years. This high degree of fidelity is at odds with current thinking on influenza evolution, which explains seasonal genetic drift by random mutation. The slower rate of evolution in the swine sequences provides an opportunity to clearly see another mechanism of evolution, homologous evolution.
The recombination can be readily seen in all eight gene segments, but is striking in the These data show that swine sequences evolve more slowly and the older sequences can act as a reservoir that can be acquired via homologous recombination into swine, human, and avian sequences. These acquisitions change the gene sequence, in contrast to changes in constellations of genes due to recombination [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The acquisition of these sequences via recombination allows for tracing of origins of sequences and predicting new acquisitions from prior sequences. Thus, recombination plays an important role in influenza evolution and can generate both drifts and shifts in a predictable manner. Table S1 . Accession numbers, names and abbreviations for 1109 human and 25 swine sequences.
Methods
Sequences were aligned and number using BLAST program. Polymorphisms were defined by the seven swine sequences being tested and matching sequences. 
